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Abstract
This paper studies labeling schemes for ow and connectivity functions. A ow
labeling scheme using O(log n log !^ )-bit labels is presented for general n-vertex graphs
with maximum (integral) capacity !^ . This is shown to be asymptotically optimal. For
edge-connectivity, this yields a tight bound of (log2 n) bits. A k-vertex connectivity
labeling scheme is then given for general n-vertex graphs using at most 3 log n bits
for k = 2, 5 log n bits for k = 3 and 2k log n bits for k > 3. Finally, a lower bound
of (k log n) is established for k-vertex connectivity on n-vertex graphs where k is
polylogarithmic in n.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem and motivation
Network representations play an extensive role in the areas of distributed computing and
communication networks. Their goal is to cheaply store useful information about the network
and make it readily and conveniently accessible. This is particularly signi cant when the
network is large and geographically dispersed, and information about its structure must be
accessed from various local points in it.
The current paper deals with a network representation method based on assigning informative labels to the vertices of the network. In most traditional network representations,
the names or identi ers given to the vertices contain no useful information, and they serve
only as pointers to entries in the data structure, which forms a global representation of the
network. In contrast, the labeling schemes studied here involve using more informative and
localized labels for the network vertices. The idea is to associate with each vertex a label
selected in a such way, that will allow us to infer information about any two vertices directly
from their labels, without using any additional information sources. Hence in essence, this
method bases the entire representation on the set of labels alone.
Obviously, labels of unrestricted size can be used to encode any desired information, including in particular the entire graph structure. Our focus is thus on informative labeling
schemes using relatively short labels (say, of length polylogarithmic in n). Labeling schemes
of this type were developed in the past for di erent graph families and for a variety information types, including vertex adjacency [Bre66, BF67, KNR88], distance [Pel99, KKP00,
GPPR01, GKK+01, KM01b, GP01], tree ancestry [AKM01, KM01a, AGKR01], and various other tree functions, such as center, least common ancestor, separation level or Steiner
weight of a given subset of vertices [Pel00].
The current paper studies informative labeling schemes for ow and connectivity problems. These types of information are useful in the decision making process required for
various reservation-based routing and connection establishment mechanisms in communication networks, in which it is desirable to have accurate information about the potential
capacity of available routes between any two given endpoints. These kinds of information are
particularly useful when re ecting online the current availability in a dynamically changing
setting. The methods presented in the current paper are limited to a static graph with xed
topology and edge capacities. Hence our results constitute only a preliminary step towards
handling the full problem in the dynamic setting.
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1.2 Labeling schemes
Let us rst formalize the notion of informative labeling schemes. A vertex-labeling of the
graph G is a function L assigning a label L(u) to each vertex u of G. A labeling scheme
is composed of two major components. The rst is a marker algorithm M, which given a
graph G, selects a label assignment L = M(G) for G. The second component is a decoder
algorithm D, which given a set of labels L^ = fL1 ; : : : ; Lk g, returns a value D(L^ ). The time
complexity of the decoder is required to be polynomial in its input size.
Let f be a function de ned on sets of vertices in a graph. Given a family G of weighted
graphs, an f labeling scheme for G is a marker-decoder pair hMf ; Df i with the following
property. Consider any graph G 2 G , and let L = Mf (G) be the vertex labeling assigned by
the marker Mf to G. Then for any set of vertices W = fv1; : : : ; vk g in G, the value returned
by the decoder Df on the set of labels L^ (W ) = fL(v) j v 2 W g satis es Df (L^ (W )) = f (W ).
It is important to note that the decoder Df , responsible of the f -computation, is independent of G or of the number of vertices in it. Thus Df can be viewed as a method for
computing f -values in a \distributed" fashion, given any set of labels and knowing that the
graph belongs to some speci c family G . In particular, it must be possible to de ne Df
as a constant size algorithm. In contrast, the labels contain some information that can be
precomputed by considering the whole graph structure.
For a labeling L for the graph G = hV; E i, let jL(u)j denote the number of bits in
the (binary) string L(u). Given a graph G and a marker algorithm M which assigns
the labeling L to G, denote LM(G) = maxu2V jL(u)j. For a nite graph family G , set
LM(G ) = maxfLM(G) j G 2 Gg. Finally, given a function f and a graph family G , let

L(f; G ) = minfLM(G ) j 9D; hM; Di is an f labeling scheme for Gg:

1.3 Flow and connectivity
In the current paper we focus on ow and connectivity labeling schemes. Let G be a weighted
undirected graph G = hV; E; !i, where for every edge e 2 E , the weight !(e) represents the
capacity of the edge. For two vertices u; v 2 V , the maximum ow possible between them
(in either direction), denoted flow(u; v), is de ned as follows. The maximum ow in a path
p = (e1 ; e2; : : : ; em ) is the maximum value that does not exceed the capacity of any edge in
the path, i.e., flow(p) = min1im f!(ei)g: A set of paths P in G is edge-disjoint if each
edge e 2 E appears in no more than one path p 2 P . The maximum ow in a set P of
edge-disjoint paths is flow(P ) = p2P flow(p): Let Pu;v be the collection of all sets P of
2

edge-disjoint paths between u and v. Then flow(u; v) = maxP 2P fflow(P )g: See Figure
1.
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Figure 1: A capacitated graph G, and the (symmetric) ow between its vertices.
As a special case of the ow function, the edge-connectivity e-conn(u; w) of two vertices
u and w in a graph can be given an alternative de nition as the maximum ow between the
two vertices assuming each edge is assigned one capacity unit.
A set of paths P connecting the vertices u and w in G is vertex-disjoint if each vertex
except u and w appears in at most one path p 2 P . The vertex-connectivity v-conn(u; w) of
two vertices u and w in an unweighted graph equals the cardinality of the largest set P of
vertex-disjoint paths connecting them. By Menger's theorem (cf. [Eve79]), for nonadjacent
u and w, v-conn(u; w) equals the minimum number of vertices in G n fu; wg whose removal
from G disconnects u from w. (When a vertex is removed, all its incident edges are removed
as well.)

1.4 Our results
In this paper we present a number of results concerning labeling schemes for maximum ow,
edge-connectivity and vertex-connectivity. In Section 2 we present a ow labeling scheme for
general graphs, with label size O(log n  log !^ ) over n-vertex graphs with maximum (integral)
capacity !^ . The scheme relies on the fact that the relation \x and y admit a ow of k
or more" is an equivalence relation. In Section 3 we establish the optimality of our ow
labeling scheme by proving a tight lower bound of (log n  log !^ ) on the required label
size for ow labeling schemes on the class of n-vertex trees with maximum capacity !^ . For
edge-connectivity, this yields a tight bound of (log2 n).
In comparison, vertex connectivity seems to require a more involved labeling scheme
3

whose label size depends on the connectivity parameter k. In Section 4 we present a kvertex-connectivity labeling scheme for general n-vertex graphs. The label sizes we achieve
are log n for k = 1, 3 log n for k = 2, 5 log n for k = 3 and 2k log n for k > 3. In Section 5
we present a lower bound of (k log n) for the required label size for k-vertex connectivity
on general n-vertex graphs, where k is polylogarithmic in n.

2 Flow labeling schemes for general graphs
In this section we consider the family G (n; !^ ) of undirected capacitated connected n-vertex
graphs with maximum (integral) capacity !^ , and present a ow labeling scheme for this
family with label size O(log n  log !^ ). Given a graph G = hV; E; !i in this family and an
integer 1  k  !^ , let us de ne the following relation:

Rk = f(x; y) j x; y 2 V;

flow(x; y )  kg:

We make use of the following easy to prove fact.
Lemma 2.1 The relation Rk is an equivalence relation.
For every k  1, the relation Rk induces a collection of equivalence classes on V , Ck =
fCk1; : : : ; Ckm g, such that Cki \ Ckj = ; and Si Cki = V . Note that for k < k0, the relation Rk0
is a re nement of Rk , namely, for every class Cki 0 there is a class Ckj such that Cki 0  Ckj .
Given G, let us construct a tree TG corresponding to its equivalence relations. The
k'th level of T corresponds to the relation Rk , i.e., it has mk nodes, marked by the classes
Ck1; : : : ; Ckm . In particular, the root of T is marked by the unique equivalence class of R1 ,
which is V . The tree is truncated at a node once the equivalence class associated with it is a
singleton. For every vertex v 2 G, denote by t(v) the leaf in TG associated with the singleton
set fvg. Figure 2 describes the tree TG corresponding to the ow equivalence classes for the
graph G of Figure 1.
For two nodes x; y in a tree T rooted at r, de ne the separation level of x and y, denoted
SepLevelT (x; y ), as the depth of z = lca(x; y ), the least common ancestor of x and y . I.e.,
SepLevelT (x; y ) = distT (z; r), the distance of z from the root. As an immediate consequence
of the construction, we have the following connection.
k

k

Lemma 2.2 For every two vertices v; w 2 V , flowG(v; w) = SepLevelT (t(v); t(w)) + 1.
It is proven in [Pel00] that for the class T (n) of n-node unweighted trees, there exists a

SepLevel

labeling scheme with O(log2 n)-bit labels. (This is also shown to be optimal, in
4
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Figure 2: The tree TG corresponding to the graph G of Figure 1.
the sense that any such scheme must label some node of some n-node unweighted tree with
an (log2 n)-bit label.)
Observe that if the maximum capacity of any edge in the n-vertex graph G is !^ , then the
depth of the tree TG cannot exceed !^ levels, and it may have at most n nodes per level, hence
the total number of nodes in TG is O(n!^ ). We immediately have that L(flow; G (n; !^ )) =
O(log2 (n!^ )).
A more careful design of the tree TG can improve the bound on the label size. This
is achieved by canceling all nodes of degree 2 in the tree TG, and adding appropriate edge
weights. Speci cally, a sub-path (v0 ; v1; : : : ; vk ) in TG such that k  2, v0 and vk have degree
3 or higher, and v1 ; : : : ; vk 1 have degree 2 (with v1 ; : : : ; vk all marked by the same set C )
is compacted into a single edge (v0; vk ) with weight k, eliminating the nodes v1; : : : ; vk 1,
and leaving the sets marking the remaining nodes unchanged. Let T~G denote the resulting
compacted tree. Figure 3 describes the tree T~G corresponding to the tree TG of Figure 2.
The notion of separation level can be extended to weighted rooted trees in the natural
way, by de ning SepLevelT (x; y) as the weighted depth of z = lca(x; y), i.e., its weighted
distance from the root. The upper and lower bounds presented in [Pel00] regarding SepLevel
labeling schemes for unweighted trees can also be extended in a straightforward manner to
weighted trees, yielding SepLevel labeling schemes for the class T (~n; !~ ) of weighted n~-node
5
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Figure 3: The compacted tree T~G corresponding to the tree TG of Figure 2.
trees with maximum weight !~ using O(log n~ log !~ + log2 n~ )-bit labels.
It is also easy to verify that for two nodes x; y in G, the separation level of the leaves
t(x) and t(y) associated with x and y in the tree T~G is still related to the ow between the
two vertices as characterized in Lemma 2.2.
Finally, note that as T~G has exactly n leaves, and every non-leaf node in it has at least
two children, the total number of nodes in T~G is n~  2n 1. Moreover, the maximum edge
weight in T~G is !~  !^ .
Combining the above observations, we have the following.
Theorem 2.3 L(flow; G (n; !^ )) = O(log n  log !^ + log2 n).
This bound is asymptotically optimal. In fact, the bound is tight even for the class
T (n; !^ ) of weighted trees, as proved in the next section.
The above theorem immediately yields the following upper bound for edge-connectivity
(which is also shown to be tight in the next section). Let G (n) denote the class of n-vertex
unweighted graphs.
Corollary 2.4 L(e-conn; G (n)) = O(log2 n).
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3 A lower bound for ow labeling schemes on trees
In this section we establish a lower bound of O(log n  log !^ ) on the label size for ow on
the class T (n; !^ ) of n-vertex trees with maximum edge capacity !^ (which is assumed to be
integral). The proof idea is based on a modi cation of the lower bound proof of [GPPR01]
for distance labeling schemes.
Let us rst de ne two more functions on tree vertex pairs, named MaxE and MinE .
For two vertices u; v in a tree T , let Path(u; u) denote the unique path from u to v in T .
Then MaxE (u; v) (respectively, MinE (u; v)) is the maximum (resp., minimum) weight of
an edge on Path(u; v).
Observe that on a tree, the maximum ow between two vertices u and v equals simply the
minimum capacity of an edge on Path(u; v), i.e., flow(u; v) = MinE (u; v). Also, the MaxE
and MinE functions on trees are equivalent, as far as their labeling schemes are concerned.
Speci cally, a MaxE labeling scheme hM; Di can be transformed into a MinE labeling
scheme (and vice versa) as follows. Given a weighted tree T , let !^ denote the maximum
weight of an edge in T , and let T 0 be the weighted tree obtained by replacing the weight
!(e) of every edge e with weight !0(e) = !^ !(e). The MinE marker M0 will transform T
into T 0 and then apply M. The MinE decoder D0 will invoke D, and then apply the inverse
transformation on the resulting weight.
Combining these two relationships, it follows that to prove our lower bound on the label
sizes required by ow labeling schemes on trees, it suces to prove it instead for the maximum
edge function MaxE .
We focus on a special subclass of binary weighted trees referred to hereafter as (h; )-trees
for integer h;   1. Each tree of this class is a full binary tree with h levels. Number the
levels starting from the bottom of the tree, i.e., with the level of the leaves numbered 1. Each
edge e is associated with a weight !(e) according to its level. The two edges that connect a
vertex at level i + 1 to its two children at level i are assigned the same weight, taken from
the set Qi () de ned as follows. For i  0, let Zi() = i   and

Qi () = fZi() + j j 0  j   1g:

Example: Figure 4 shows a (3; )-tree. The weights assigned satisfy xi 2 Q0 () for 1 
i  4, x1;i 2 Q1() for 1  i  2, and x2;1 2 Q2 ().
Note that a (h; )-tree T is completely de ned by the triple T = (T0 ; T1; x), where x
is the weight associated with the two edges of the top level of the tree, and T0 and T1
7
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Figure 4: A (3; )-tree.
are the two (h 1; )-trees attached to the endpoints of those two edges. The subclass
of C (h; ) consisting of (h; )-trees with topmost weight x is denoted C (h; ; x). Hence
C (h; ) = Sx=01 C (h; ; x). By the de nition of these binary trees we have

Observation 3.1 For every two leaves a; a0 of a tree T 2 C (h; ; x),
1. If a; a0 2 Ti (for i 2 f0; 1g) then MaxET (a; a0 ) = MaxET (a; a0 ).
i

2. If a 2 T0 and a0 2 T1 then MaxET (a; a0) = x.

This implies the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2 Consider two (h; )-trees T = (T0; T1 ; x) and T 0 = (T00 ; T10 ; x0 ). For any leaves
a0 2 T0 , a1 2 T1 , a00 2 T00 and a01 2 T10 ,
MaxET (a0 ; a1) = MaxET 0 (a00 ; a01) () x = x0:
We assume that labels are nonnegative integers in IIN. De ne an (h; )-legal MaxE labeling scheme as a scheme hM; Di on all binary (h; )-trees that correctly provides MaxE (ai ; aj )
between any two leaves ai ; aj . Namely, D is a decoder function D : IIN2 7! IIN, and M is a
marker algorithm assigning a label L(a; T ) to each leaf a of any binary (h; )-tree T , such
that for every two leaves a and a0 with labels  = L(a; T ) and 0 = L(a0 ; T ), D computes
the maximum weight of an edge between a and a0, i.e., D(; 0) = MaxE (a; a0 ).
For a (h; )-legal MaxE labeling scheme hM; Di, let W (M; h; ) denote the set of all
labels assigned by M to nodes in trees of C (h; ), and let g(h; ) denote the minimum
cardinality jW (M; h; )j over all ow labeling schemes on C (h; ).
D
E
^ ; D^ to be some MaxE labeling scheme attaining g(h; ), i.e., such
Hereafter, we x M
^ ; h; )j = g(h; ).
that jW (M
8

^ to some
Let W (x) denote the set of all possible pairs of labels (v0; v1) assigned by M
leaves aj 2 T0 and at 2 T1 respectively, for some tree T = (T0 ; T1; x) 2 C (h; ; x). Let
W = Sx=01 W (x). As W  W (M^ ; h; )  W (M^ ; h; ) we have
Lemma 3.3 jWj  g(h; )2.

Claim 3.4 For every 0  x 6= x0 < , the sets W (x) and W (x0) are disjoint.
Proof: Consider two di erent weights 0  x 6= x0 < , and assume by way of contradiction
that there exists a pair (1; 2) 2 W (x) \ W (x0 ). Then there exist two (h 1; )-trees T0 ; T1
such that T = (T0 ; T1; x) uses the label 1 for some leaf aj 2 T0 and the label 2 for some
leaf aj 2 T1, and there exist two (h 1; )-trees T00 ; T10 such that T 0 = (T00 ; T10 ; x0) uses the
label 1 for some leaf aj 2 T00 and the label 2 for some leaf aj 2 T10 . Therefore, by the
de nition of D,
x = MaxE (aj ; aj ) = D(1; 2) = MaxE (aj ; aj ) = x0 ;
1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

implying x = x0 , contradiction.
The following is our main lemma.

Lemma 3.5 For every x 2 Qh(), jW (x)j  g(h 1; 2).
Proof: In any (h 1; 2)-tree, and for every edge that connects a vertex on level i + 1 to its
child on level 0  i  h 1, a weight !i 2 Qi(2); !i = i  2 + j , for 0  j  2 1, can be
represented by the pair of weights

%

$

$ %

2 = j ;
y0 = !i mod  = j mod  and y1 = !i mod


such that y0; y1 2 [0;  1] and !i = y0 + y1 + Zi(2):
Consequently, one can associate with any (h 1; 2)-tree T 0 a pair of (h 1; )-trees
T0 and T1 as follows. For any edge e of T 0 with weight !i = y0 +   y1 + Zi(2), let the
corresponding weight of e in T0 (respectively, T1 ) be !i0 = Zi()+ y0 (resp., !i1 = Zi()+ y1).
These two trees de ne also a (h; )-tree T = (T0; T1 ; x) in C (h; ; x).
Every leaf aj of T 0 is now associated with two homologous leaves of T , namely, the leaf
a0j = aj (occurring in the left part of T , i.e., T0 ), and the leaf a1j = aj+2 1 (occurring in T1 ).
For every two leaves aj ; at of T 0 we now have
h

MaxET 0 (aj ; at) = MaxET0 (a0j ; a0t ) mod 
+

  (MaxET1 (a1j ; a1t ) mod )
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+

2 

$

MaxET1 (a1j ; a1t )


%

= MaxET (a0j ; a0t ) mod 
+

  (MaxET (a1j ; a1t ) mod )

+

2 

$

%

MaxET (a1j ; a1t )
:


We use this observation to derive a labeling scheme for all (h 1; 2)-trees using at most
jW (x)j labels. Given an (h 1; 2 )-tree T 0, consider the pair of (h 1; )-trees T0 , T1 de ned
^ to label the tree T = (T0; T1 ; x). Now use the
above, and use the marker algorithm M
resulting labeling L^ to de ne a labeling function LD 0 for the nodes ofE T 0 as follows. A leaf
aj 2 T 0 receives as its label the pair L0 (aj ; T 0) = L^ (a0j ; T ); L^ (a1j ; T ) . Note that this pair
belongs to W (x).
The MaxE decoder D0 for (h 1; 2)-trees is now obtained by setting
D
E D
E
D0(L0 (aj ; T 0); L0(at ; T 0)) = D0( L^ (a0j ; T ); L^ (a1j ; T ) ; L^ (a0t ; T ); L^ (a1t ; T ) )
= D^ (L^ (a0j ; T ); L^ (a0t ; T )) mod 
7
66
1 ; T ); L
1 ; T )) 7
^
^
^
75
6
D
(
L
(
a
(
a
j
t
:
+   D^ (L^ (a1j ; T ); L^ (a1t ; T )) mod  + 2  4

^ ; Dg
^ is a MaxE labeling scheme for (h; )-trees we have
As hfi M

D(L^ (a0j ; T ); L^ (a0t ; T )) = MaxET (a0j ; a0t )
and

D(L^ (a1j ; T ); L^ (a1t ; T )) = MaxET (a1j ; a1t );

therefore

D0(L0(aj ; T 0); L0(at ; T 0)) = MaxET (a0j ; a0t ) mod 
$
1 ; a1 ) %
MaxE
(
a
T
j t
+   MaxET (a1j ; a1t ) mod  + 2 

= MaxET 0 (aj ; at) :

So we have obtained a labeling scheme hM0; D0i labeling any (h 1; 2)-tree with labels
taken from W (x). It follows that jW (x)j  g(h 1; 2).
Combining Claim 3.4 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, we deduce the following;
q
Corollary 3.6 g(h; )  p  g(h 1; 2).
Subsequently, we have:
Lemma 3.7 g(h; )  h=2.
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This allows us to conclude with the lower bound. Let BT (n; !^ ) denote the family of
n-vertex balanced binary trees with height h = log(n + 1) and weights from the range [0; !^ ]
where !^ = h   1.

Theorem 3.8

L(MaxE; BT (n; !^ ))  21  log(n + 1) log(^! + 1) 21  log(n + 1) log log(n + 1) :

Proof: By Lemma 3.7, for the class C (h; ) we have L(^!; C (h; ))  h2  log . This yields

the theorem, as

!
1
1
!
^
+
1
L(^!; BT (n; !^ ))  L(^!; C (h; ))  2 h log  = 2 log(n + 1)  log h
= 1  log(n + 1) log(^! + 1) 1  log(n + 1) log log(n + 1) :
2
2
Hence assuming !^ + 1 > log(n + 1), there is a lower bound of (log n log !^ ) for the label size
of MaxE labeling schemes on trees. Finally, by the relationship mentioned above between
MinE and ow on trees, we get the following.

Corollary 3.9 For !^ > log(n + 1) 1, L(flow; T (n; !^ )) = (log n log !^ ).
Each tree T of BT (n; !^ ) can be modi ed into an unweighted multi-graph GT of n nodes

and O(n!^ ) edges by replacing each edge e of weight !(e) with !(e) parallel edges connecting
the same endpoints. This multi-graph can in turn be transformed into a simple (unweighted)
graph of O(n!^ ) vertices, by adding a new vertex pu;v in the middle of every edge (u; v),
splitting it into a path of length 2 consisting of the two successive edges (u; pu;v ) and (pu;v ; v).
p
Starting with BT ( n; !^ ) and looking at the class of unweighted O(n)-vertex graphs obtained
p
by setting !^ = n, we get the following tight lower bound on the required label size of
schemes for edge-connectivity.

Theorem 3.10 L(e-conn; G (n)) = (log2 n).

4 Vertex-connectivity labeling schemes for general graphs
In this section we turn to k-vertex-connectivity, and present a labeling scheme for general
n-vertex graphs. The label sizes we achieve are log n for k = 1, 3 log n for k = 2, 5 log n for
k = 3 and 2k log n for k > 3.
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4.1 Preliminaries
We start with some preliminary de nitions. In an undirected graph G, two vertices are
called k-connected if there exist at least k vertex-disjoint paths between them. A set S  V
separates u from v in G = hV; E i if u and v are not connected in the vertex induced subgraph
G n S.

Theorem 4.1 [Menger] (cf. [Eve79]) In an undirected graph G, two nonadjacent vertices
u and v are k-connected i no set S  G n fu; vg of k 1 vertices can separate u from v in
G.

The k-connectivity graph of G = hV; E i is Ck (G) = hV; E 0i, where (u; v) 2 E 0 i u and v
are k-connected in G. A graph G is closed under k-connectivity if it has the property that
if u and v are k-connected in G then they are neighbors in G. Let C (k) be the family of all
graphs G which are closed under k-connectivity.

Observation 4.2 1. If G 2 C (k) then each connected component of G belongs to C (k).
2. If G = H [ F where H; F 2 C (k) are vertex-disjoint subgraphs of G, then G 2 C (k).
A graph G is called k-orientable if there exists an orientation of the edges such that the
out-degree of each vertex is bounded above by k. The class of k-orientable graphs is denoted
Jor (k).

Observation 4.3 If G = H [ F where H; F 2 Jor (k) are vertex-disjoint subgraphs of G,
then G 2 Jor (k).
Lemma 4.4 Let G0 = hV; E 0i where E 0 = E [ f(u; v)g for some pair of k-connected vertices
u and v. Then G and G0 have the same k-connectivity graph, i.e., Ck (G) = Ck (G0 ).

Proof: Use induction on k. For k=1 the Lemma is obvious. Assume the Lemma is true for

k 1. It suces to show that if two vertices w,w0 are not k-connected in G then they are
not k-connected in G0. Suppose that w,w0 are not k-connected in G. If w,w0 are neighbors
in G then let G = G n fu; vg. In G , w and w0 are not k 1-connected and since u and
v are k 1 connected in G , by induction hypothesis w and w0 are not k 1-connected
in G0 n fu; vg. This implies that they are not k connected in G0 as desired. If w,w0 are not
neighbors in G then by Menger's theorem there exists a set of vertices S = fx1 ; x2; : : : ; xk 1g
that separates w from w0 in G. We claim that S separates w from w0 also in G0 . The proof
breaks into the following cases.

 Case 1: One or more of the xi's is u or v. Then G n S = G0 n S .
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 Case 2: None of the xi's is u or v. If u and v belong to the same connectivity
component of G n S then the connectivity components of G0 n S will be the same as
the connectivity components of G n S , implying that S separates w from w0 also in
G0, which is what we wanted to prove. If u and v belong to di erent connectivity
components of G n S then S separates u from v in G, or in other words, u and v are
not k-connected in G, contradicting our assumption.

Corollary 4.5 For every graph G, If u and v are k-connected in Ck (G) then they are neighbors in Ck (G), i.e., Ck (G) 2 C (k).
Proof: Transform a given graph G into G+ = G [ Ck (G) by adding the edges of Ck (G) to

G, one by one. By induction on the steps of this process using the previous Lemma, we get
Ck (G+) = Ck (G). Therefore if u and v were k-connected in Ck (G) then they are k-connected
in G+ and therefore they are neighbors in Ck (G+) = Ck (G).
For a connectivity component C of Ck (G), a leftmost BFS tree for C , denoted T (C; k),
is a BFS tree spanning C, constructed in the following way. Take a vertex r from C to be
the root of T (C; k). Let level(r) = 1. Assume we constructed i levels of T (C; k) and haven't
used all vertices of C . Construct the (i + 1)'st level of T (C; k) as follows. Repeatedly take a
vertex v of level i and connect it to all the vertices adjacent to it in Ck (G) that haven't been
included so far in the tree construction. For each such new vertex w let level(w) = i + 1 and
let v be w's parent in T (C; k).
When the context is clear we use the notation T instead of T (C; k).
For T = T (C; k), we make the following de nitions. Let Wi denote the set of vertices
of level i in T , and let Hi = Hi(C; k) = hWi; Eii be the subgraph of C induced by Wi.
For vertices u and v, denote u0s parent in T by p(u) and let lca(u; v) be the highest level
common ancestor of both u and v in T . Let Wi0+1 denote the set of vertices of Wi+1 that
neighbor at least k vertices of Wi in Ck (G). Let Fi = Fi(C; k) be the subgraph of C induced
by Wi [ Wi0+1 .

Lemma 4.6

1. For T = T (C; k), Hi 2 C (k 1).

2. For T = T (C; k), Fi 2 C (k 1).

Proof: To prove (1), we show that every two vertices u; v 2 Wi that are (k 1)-connected
in Hi, are neighbors in Ck (G) and therefore in Hi, implying Hi 2 C (k 1). Assume, for

contradiction, that u and v are not neighbors in Ck (G). By Corollary 4.5 they are also not kconnected in Ck (G), i.e., there exists a set S = fx1 ; : : : ; xk 1g that separates them in Ck (G).
Let S 0 = S \ Wi. Since S 0 separates u from v in Hi and since u and v are (k 1)-connected
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in Hi we get that jS 0j = k 1 hence S 0 = S , so all the vertices in S must be of level i. But
then, S does not separate u from v even in T , which is a subgraph of Ck (G), contradicting
our assumption.
Turning to (2), let u and v be (k 1)-connected in Fi. As before, it suces to show
that they are neighbors in Ck (G). Assume for contradiction that u and v are not neighbors
in Ck (G) therefore they are also not k-connected in Ck (G), i.e., there exists a set S =
fx1 ; : : : ; xk 1g that separates them in Ck (G). Since S 0 = S \ Fi separates u from v in Fi and
since u and v are (k 1)-connected in Fi we get, as before, that all the vertices of S must
belong to Fi.

 Case 1: Both u and v are of level i. In this case, as before, S does not separate u
from v even in T , which is a subgraph of Ck (G), contradicting our assumption.

 Case 2: Without loss of generality u is of level i, v is of level i + 1 and v has at least

k neighbors in Ck (G) of level i. In this case, v has at least one neighbor w of level i in
Ck (G) n S . Since all vertices of S are in Fi, w and u are connected in Ck (G) n S via the
edges of T . Altogether we get that u and v are connected in Ck (G) n S , contradicting
our assumption.

4.2 Overview of the scheme
We rely on the basic observation that labeling k-connectivity for some graph G is equivalent
to labeling adjacencies for Ck (G). By Corollary 4.5, Ck (G) 2 C (k). Therefore, instead
of presenting a k-connectivity labeling scheme for general graphs, we present an adjacency
labeling scheme for the graphs of C (k).
The general idea used for labeling adjacencies for some G 2 C (k), especially for k > 3, is
to decompose G into at most 3 `simpler' graphs. One of these graphs is a k-orientable graph
K , and the other two, called Geven and Godd , belong to C (k 1). The labeling algorithm
for G 2 C (k) recursively labels subgraphs of G that belong to C (t) for t < k. When we are
concerned with labeling some n-vertex graph G 2 C (k) for k > 1, the rst step in the labeling
is to assign each vertex u in G a distinct identity id(u) from 1 to n. This identity will always
appear as the last log n bits of the label L(G; u). Thus, when labeling the subgraphs of G
in the recursion we may assume that the id0s for the vertices are given.
For graphs G = hV; E i and Gi = hVi; Eii, i > 1, we say that G can be decomposed into
the Gi's if Si Vi = V , Si Ei = E and the Ei's are pairwise disjoint.
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Lemma 4.7 Let G ; G1 and G2 be families of graphs such that each G 2 G can be decomposed
into G1 2 G1 and G2 2 G2 . If G1 and G2 have adjacency labeling schemes of sizes l1 and l2
respectively, then G has adjacency labeling scheme of size l1 + l2 .
Proof: The general idea in the proof is to use concatenation of the labels of the decomposed
graphs. Let hMi; Dii be adjacency labeling schemes for Gi (i = 1; 2). Let us construct an
adjacency labeling scheme hM; Di for G as follows.
The marker algorithm M for G : For a given graph G 2 G , decompose G into Gi 2 Gi
(i = 1; 2). Let Li = Mi(Gi) for i=1,2. We construct L = M(G) as follows. For a vertex u
in G, let L(u) = hL1 (u); L2(u)i where the rst l1 bits of the label L(u) consist of L1 (u) and
the next l2 bits give L2 (u). Altogether we use l1 + l2 bits.
The decoder algorithm D for G : Let G; G1 and G2 be as before. Given the two labels
L(u) = hL1 (u); L2(u)i and L(v) = hL1 (v); L2(v)i let D(L(u); L(v)) = D1(L1 (u); L1(v)) _
D2(L2 (u); L2(v)).
Since G was decomposed into G1 ; G2 the vertices u and v are neighbors in G i they are
neighbors in G1 or in G2 , hence the decoding algorithm is correct.

Corollary 4.8 Let G ; G1 ; :::; Gm be families of graph such that each G 2 G can be decomposed
into G1; :::; Gm were Gi 2 Gi for i = 1 to m. If the Gi's have adjacency labeling schemes of
sizes li respectively, then G has an adjacency labeling scheme of size P li .
Lemma 4.9 Let Jn(k) be the family of n-vertex graphs in Jor (k). Assuming id's are given,
L(adjacency; Jn(k))  k log n.
Proof: Suppose G 2 Jn(k) then G is a k-orientable graph with n vertices. Hence there exists

an orientation to the edges of G such that the out-degree of each vertex is bounded above by
k. In this orientation, for each u there exist at most k outgoing edges, say (u; v1),(u; v2),...,
(u; vt), for t  k.
The marker algorithm M for Jn(k): Label u by L(u) = hid(v1); id(v2); :::; id(vt )i, i.e.,
use the rst log n bits to write id(v1 ), the second log n bits to write id(v2 ), etc. Hence, for
every u's, the size of L(u) is at most k log n bits.
The decoder algorithm D for Jn(k): Given L(u) and L(v), check whether u's id appears
in L(v), by inspecting each block of log n bits in L(v) separately. Analogously, check if v's
id appears in L(u).
As u and v are neighbors in G i one of the two cases applies, the decoding algorithm is
correct.
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To illustrate the approach, we precede the treatment of the general case with a discussion
of the cases k = 1; 2; 3, for which slightly better schemes are available. The simple case of
k = 1 is handled in Section 4.2.1. For k = 2 we show in Section 4.2.2 that a connected
graph G 2 C (2) can be decomposed into a tree and disjoint graphs in C (1). Graphs in C (1)
are collections of cliques. It follows that each G 2 C (2) can be decomposed into a forest
(which is a 1-orientable graph) and a graph made of disjoint cliques. For k = 3 we show in
Section 4.2.3 that a connected graph G 2 C (3) can be decomposed into a graph in C (2) and
a 2-orientable graph.

4.2.1 A 1-connectivity labeling scheme
Let us give a labeling scheme for 1-connectivity for Gn, the family of all n-vertex graphs.
The marker algorithm M for Gn: Fix G = hV; E i 2 Gn. To each connected component
C of G assign a distinct identity id(C ) from the range f1; : : : ; ng. For a vertex u 2 V ,
let Cu be the connected component of G that u belongs to. The marker algorithm sets
L(u) = id(Cu).
The Decoder D for Gn: Let D(L(u); L(v)) = 1 i L(u) = L(v).
Clearly u and v are 1-connected in G i they are in the same connected component,
hence the decoder's response is correct. The size of the label is bounded above by log n.
Theorem 4.10 L(1 v-conn; Gn)  log n.

4.2.2 A 2-connectivity labeling scheme
As explained earlier, labeling 2-connectivity for a family of graphs G is equivalent to labeling
adjacencies for the family fC2 (G) : G 2 Gg  C (2). In this section we present an ecient
adjacency labeling scheme for C (2).
Consider a graph G 2 C (2) and let C1; :::; Cm be its connected components. By Observation 4.2(1) Ci 2 C (2) for every i. Fix i and let T = T (Ci; 2).
Claim 4.11 The only neighbor of u in G which has a strictly lower level than u in T is
p(u).
Proof: Suppose, for contradiction, that there exist neighbors v and w such that level(w) >
level(v) but v is not p(w) in T . In this case, w and z = lca(v; w) are 2-connected in
T [ f(v; w)g, which is a subgraph of G. Since G 2 C (2), v must be a neighbor of w. Since
level(w) < level(u) 1 we get a contradiction to the way T was constructed.
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Claim 4.12 G 2 C (2) can be decomposed into a forest F and a graph H of disjoint cliques.
Proof: Fix a connected component Ci of G and let T = T (Ci; 2). Since, by Lemma 4.6(1),
each Hji , subgraph of Ci induced by level j of T , is in C (1), it follows that Hji is a collection of

disjoint cliques. Hence G can be decomposed into a forest F and a graph of disjoint cliques,
H composed of the collection of all the Hji from all i's and j 's.
Let Cn(2) be the family n-vertex graphs in C (2). Let us now give an adjacency labeling
scheme for the graphs of Cn(2).
The marker algorithm M for Cn(2): Decompose G into F and H as in Claim 4.12. Fix
a vertex u of G. Let p(u) be u's parent in F . To each clique C in H give a distinct identity
from the range f1; : : : ; ng, id(C ). Let C (u) be the clique in H that contains u.
The marker algorithm for G assigns L(u) = hid(c(u); id(p(u)); id(u)i. As before we use
the rst log n bits for id(c(u)) the second log n bits for id(p(u)) etc. The label size is bounded
above by 3 log n.
The Decoder D for Cn (2): Given L(u) and L(v) we compare id(p(u)) with id(v) and
id(p(v)) with id(u) to check whether one is the parent of the other in the forest F . We
also check if id(C (u)) = id(C (v)) to see whether u and v are neighbors in H . We do this
by looking at the corresponding bits in the label, for example, id(p(u)) is written in the
second block of log n bits of L(u). Let D(L(u); L(v)) = 1 i either id(C (u)) = id(C (v)),
id(p(u)) = id(v) or id(p(v)) = id(u).
Clearly, u and v are neighbors in G i they are neighbors in F or in H , hence the decoder's
response is correct. We get the following.

Theorem 4.13 Let Gn be the family of n-vertex graphs then L(2
bits.

v-conn; Gn )

 3 log n

4.2.3 A 3-connectivity labeling scheme
Again, labeling 3-connectivity for a family G is equivalent to labeling adjacencies for the
family fC3(G) : G 2 Gg  C (3). In this section we show how to label adjacencies for C (3).
Consider a graph G 2 C (3), and let C1 ; :::; Cm be its connected components. By observation 4.2(1), Ci 2 C (3) for all i. Fix i and let T = T (Ci; 3).

Lemma 4.14 Each vertex u has at most one neighbor of G which has a strictly lower level
than u in T apart from p(u).

Proof: Assume, for contradiction, that there exist a vertex u with two neighbors in G, v
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and w, both with a strictly lower level than u and both di erent from p(u). In this case,
u must be 3-connected in G to either lca(u; v), lca(u; w) or lca(v; w). However, the levels
of lca(u; v), lca(u; w), lca(v; w) are all smaller than level(u) 1, and since G 2 C (3), u is
adjacent to one of them, contradicting the way T was constructed. (See Fig. 5.)

root
lca(w,v)
p(u)

w

v

u
Figure 5: An illustration to the contradiction in the proof of Lemma 4.14.

Lemma 4.15 Each G 2 C (3) can be decomposed into a graph H 2 C (2) and a 2-orientable

graph.

Proof: First, it suces to show the lemma for connected graphs C 2 C (3), since by Observations 4.2(2) and 4.3 C (2) and Jor (2) are closed under vertex-disjoint unions. Consider a
connected graph C 2 C (3) and let T = T (C; 3). By Lemma 4.6(1), each subgraph Hj of C
induced by the vertices of level j in T , is in C (2). All the subgraphs Hj are vertex-disjoint,
hence by letting H be the union of all the Hj , we get H 2 C (2). Let U be the graph C
after deleting the edges of H . By Lemma 4.14, each vertex u of U has at most 2 neighbors
of a strictly lower level (one of which is u's parent in T ). Hence directing the edges of U
from higher level vertices to lower level vertices, each u has out-degree at most 2, i.e., U is
2-orientable.
By Lemmas 4.7 and 4.9 and from Theorem 4.13 we get the following theorem.
Theorem 4.16 Let Gn be the family of n-vertex graphs, then L(3 v-conn; Gn)  5 log n
bits.
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4.3 A k-connectivity labeling scheme
Finally, labeling k-connectivity for a family G is equivalent to labeling adjacencies for the
family fCk (G) : G 2 Gg  C (k). In this section we show how to label adjacencies for C (k).
Consider a graph G 2 C (k), and let C1; :::; Cm be its connected components. By observation 4.2(1), Ci 2 C (k) for all i. Fix i and let T = T (Ci; k).

Lemma 4.17 Each G 2 C (k) can be decomposed into two graphs in C (k 1) and a (k 1)orientable graph.

Proof: Again, it suces to prove the lemma for connected graphs C 2 C (k) since by
Observations 4.2(2) and 4.3 both C (k 1) and Jor (k) are closed under vertex-disjoint unions.
Consider a connected graph C 2 C (k) and let T = T (C; k).
All the Fi's for odd i's are vertex-disjoint, and Fi 2 C (k 1) for all i's by Lemma 4.6(2).
Therefore, by letting Godd be the union of all the Fi's for odd i's, we get Godd 2 C (k 1).

For the same reasoning, by letting Geven be the union of all the Fi's for even i's, we get
Geven 2 C (k 1).
Let K be the graph C after omitting the edges of Godd and Geven (or equivalently, omitting
all edges of all the Fi's). The proof is completed once we show that K is (k 1)-orientable.
Since all edges (u; v) of C such that level(u) = level(v) = i for some i are in Fi for the appropriate i, if (u; v) is an edge of K then level(u) 6= level(v). By the way T was constructed,
the di erence between the levels is 1.
Let us direct the edges of K from higher level vertices to lower level vertices. Assume,
for contradiction, that for some u and some i, level(u) = i + 1 and the out-degree of u in
K is at least k. Then u must have at least k neighbors of level i in C , in which case all
edges (u; v) for v such that level(v) = i appear in Fi and therefore not in K . Therefore, the
out-degree of u in K is 0, contradicting our assumption.
Before stating and proving the next theorem, let us remark that we can get a weaker upper
bound of 3k log n label size for L(adjacency; Cn(k)) in the following way. Use induction on
k. For k = 1; 2; 3 our remark holds. For k > 3 x k and assume that the remark holds for
k 1. The remark for k follows from Lemmas 4.9 and 4.17 and Corollary 4.8.
To prove the next theorem, we show that instead of concatenating u's labels in the three
decomposed graphs (Godd; Geven; K ), it suces to give u its label in only two of the three
decomposed graphs. This yields the desired 2k log n bits bound on L(adjacency; Cn(k)).
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Theorem 4.18 Let Cn (k) be the family of n-vertex graphs in C (k), then
L(adjacency; Cn(k))  2k log n:
Proof: Use induction on k. For k=1, 2 or 3 the theorem holds as seen in Theorems 4.10, 4.13
and 4.16. For k > 3, x k and assume that the Theorem holds for k 1. Consider a graph
G 2 Cn (k). For a vertex u in G, let C be its connected component in G, let T = T (C; k)
and let i = level(u). Let us now give a labeling scheme for adjacency on G 2 C (k).
The marker algorithm Mk for C (k): For t  k, G 2 Cn(t) and u, a vertex of G, denote
the adjacency labeling on G by Lt (G) and u's label by Lt (G; u). Let G 2 Cn (k) and let u be
a vertex in G. we de ne State(u) according to the following three cases:

 Case 1: u participates in both Godd and Geven . Let State(u) = Dual.

Note that in this case the out-degree of u in K is 0. The marker algorithm assigns to u
the label Lk (G; u) = hLk 1(Godd ; u); Lk 1(Geven; u)i where the rst 2k 1 log n bits are
reserved for Lk 1(Godd ; u) and the last 2k 1 log n bits are reserved for Lk 1(Geven ; u).

 Case 2: u doesn't participate in Godd, i.e., u participates only in Geven and in K . Let
State(u) = Even. Let Lk (G; u) = h0k log n; 10; L(u; K ); 00:::000; Lk 1(Geven; u)i where

the two bits in the second eld, 10, indicate that State(u) = Even. the next k log n bits
are reserved for L(u; K ) and the last 2k 1 log n bits are reserved for Lk 1 (Geven; u).

 Case 3: u doesn't participate in Geven, i.e., u participates only in Godd and in K . Let
State(u) = Odd. Let Lk (G; u) = h0k log n; 11; L(u; K ); 00:::00; LK 1(Godd; u)i where the

two bits in the second eld, 11, indicate that State(u) = Odd, the next k log n bits are
reserved for L(u; K ) and the last 2k 1 log n bits are reserved for LK 1(Godd; u).

By the de nition of K , it is clear that the out-degree of some u in K is higher than 0 i
State(u) = Even or Odd.
The Decoder Dk for C (k): For t  k denote the decoder for C (t) by Dt. Denote the
decoder for Jor (k) (from Lemma 4.9) by Dor . Given Lk (G; u) and Lk (G; v) we will rst want
to know the states of u and v. Take for example Lk (G; u). For k > 3, the rst k log n bits
are 0 i State(u) 6= Dual. So by looking at the rst k log n+2 bits of Lk (G; u) and Lk (G; v)
we know the states of u and v. Consider the following cases:

 Case a: State(u) = State(v) = Dual: Then Dk for G uses Dk 1 on Geven and Godd as
follows.

Dk (Lk (G; u); Lk (G; v)) =
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(Dk 1(Lk 1(Godd ; u); Lk 1(Godd ; v))) _ (Dk 1(Lk 1(Geven; u); Lk 1(Geven; v)))

 Case b: State(u) = State(v) = Even: Then Dk for G uses Dk 1 on Geven and Dor for
K as follows.

Dk (Lk (G; u); Lk (G; v)) =
Dor (L(u; K ); L(v; K )) _ Dk 1(Lk 1(Geven; u); Lk 1(Geven; v))
 Case c: State(u) = State(v) = Odd: Then Dk for G uses Dk 1 on Godd and Dor for
K as follows.

Dk (Lk (G; u); Lk (G; v)) =
Dor (L(u; K ); L(v; K )) _ Dk 1(Lk 1(Godd ; u); Lk 1(Godd ; v))
 Case d: State(u) = Dual, State(v) = Even: Then let Dk (Lk (G; u); Lk (G; v)) = 1 if and
only if Dk 1(Lk 1(Geven; u); Lk 1(Geven; v)) = 1 or id(u) appears in L(v; K ).
 Case e: State(u) = Dual, State(v) = Odd: Then let Dk (Lk (G; u); Lk (G; v)) = 1 if and
only if Dk 1(Lk 1(Godd ; u); Lk 1(Godd ; v)) = 1 or id(u) appears in L(v; K ).
 Case f: State(u) = Even, State(v) = Odd: Then
Dk (Lk (G; u); Lk (G; v)) = Dor (L(u; K ); L(v; K ))
To prove correctness, use induction on k. If u and v are neighbors of level i then the edge
(u; v) appears in Fi and therefore u and v participate both in either Godd or in Geven depending on the parity of i. Thus, by comparing the appropriate labels, say Lk 1 (Godd; u) and
Lk 1(Godd ; v), we can deduce that u and v are indeed neighbors by the induction hypothesis.
If u and v are neighbors, u is of level i and v of level i + 1, then the edge (u; v) either
appears in Fi and State(v) = Dual or it appears in K and State(v) = Even or Odd. Thus,
if (v; u) is in Fi then if i is even then both vertices participate in Geven and if i is odd then
both vertices participate in Godd . By comparing the appropriate labels of u and v (either
their L(k 1; Geven) label or their L(k 1; Godd) label and by induction hypothesis we are
able to deduce that u and v are indeed neighbors.
If State(v) = Even or Odd, then the edge (v; u) is in K so by looking at L(v; K ) in
Lk (G; v) and detecting id(u) appearing there we conclude that u and v are indeed neighbors.
It is clear that if u and v are not neighbors in G then they are not neighbors in either one
of the decomposed subgraphs, and therefore, by induction hypothesis we can never deduce
that they are neighbors by our procedure.
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The size of the label Lk (G; u) is, by induction, at most 2k log n since by Lemma 4.9, the
size of L(v; K ) is at most k log n and both sizes of Lk 1(Godd; u) and Lk 1 (Geven; u) are at
most 2k 1 log n.
We get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.19 Let Gn be the family of n-vertex graphs, then L(k v-conn; Gn)  2k log n.

5 A lower bound for vertex connectivity on general
graphs
In this section we establish a lower bound of (k log n) on the required label size for k-vertex
connectivity on the class of n-vertex graphs where k is polylogarithmic in n. Fix a constant
integer c  1, assume that k  logc n and let Gm be the class of all m = 2(k2n k) -vertex
graphs hV; E i with xed id's fv1 ; : : : ; vmg and degree at most k 1. Transform a given
graph G 2 Gm into a graph T (G) = H with n vertices in the following way. Replace each
1 through wk and connect all the wl 's to both vi
edge ei;j = (vi; vj ) in G by k vertices wi;j
i;j
i;j
n
and vj . Since G has at most 2k edges, H has at most n vertices. If necessary, add arbitrary
isolated vertices to H so that it has precisely n vertices.

Observation 5.1 Two vertices vi; vj are adjacent in G i u and v are k-vertex-connected
in T (G) = H .

Assume we have a labeling scheme hM; Di for k-vertex connectivity on n-vertex graphs.

Observation 5.2 Consider two distinct graphs G1; G2 2 Gm , and let Li = M(T (Gi)) for i =
1; 2. Then there exists a vertex vj in V such that L1 (vj ) =
6 L2 (vj ), i.e., fL1 (v1); : : : ; L1 (vm)g =6
fL2 (v1); : : : ; L2(vm )g.
Since the number of graphs in Gm is ( mk ) (km) which is m (km) for k polylogarithmic in
n, we get the following corollary.

Corollary 5.3 There exists a graph G 2 G (k) such that fL(v1 ); : : : ; L(vm )g consists of at
least log m (km) = (km log m) bits where L = M(G).
We get the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4 L(k v-conn; Gn) = (k log m) = (k log n) for k polylogarithmic in n.
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